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John Castle’s dad towing an experimental glider on its
maiden flight with his Morgan. The picture was taken at the
El Mirage airport in Southern California around 1964 or
1965. For the record the glider flight was a success and the
Morgan towed it to altitude very nicely.
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Our next Executive Board meeting will be Saturday, November 2, at
Griot’s Garage in Tacoma at 11:00, followed by lunch at Marlene’s
Market and Deli nearby. Members are encouraged to come and take
part in what we are up to. Arrive early for coffee and to socialize!
The Publication: NWMogazine
NWMOGAZINE is the newsletter of the MORGAN OWNERS
GROUP NORTHWEST, a non-profit organization serving Morgan
automobile enthusiasts in the Northwestern United States and
Western Canada. Copyright © 2013 by MORGAN OWNERS
GROUP NORTHWEST. Permission is hereby given to reproduce portions of this newsletter (except material copyrighted by others) for nonprofit, non-commercial use. Please give MOGNW credit, acknowledging the issue and author, source, or photographer if stated.

see the MOGNW roster for an address).
Deadlines: The 1st of odd numbered months.
Digital Submissions: Content can be sent in or attached to email,
or mailed on CD. Text files should be in .doc, .txt, or .rtf formats.
Photos and illustrations should be in .tif, .jpg, .gif, or .bmp formats.
Note: Please try to avoid sending .pdf files or .doc files with embedded
photos as these formats require additional steps for insertion in the
NWMogazine and may result in lower quality photos.
Paper Submissions: Photos, typed or hand-written text, and illustrations can be mailed to the Editor.
Reservations: The Editor reserves the right to edit material for
style, content, relevance, collegiality, spelling, grammar, length,
and appropriateness for the NWMogazine. Material that is not time
sensitive may be saved for publication at a later date.
Spelling: Please use Canadian, U.S., or U.K. spelling consistently
and as appropriate. A reference for all three can be found at
<www.luther.ca/~dave7cnv/cdnspelling/cdnspelling.html>.

Meetings and Events
Events and social meetings are held in each of our four Pods: Island (Victoria), Midlands (Seattle), Northern (Vancouver, BC), and
Southern (Portland). Times & locations are listed on the MOGNW
Calendar (mognw.com/calendar.html). Please submit calendar items
to the Editor. Contact your nearest Pod Rep for event information.
Dues
Full year: US$24/CDN$24 per calendar year if paid by 12/31
(US$30/CDN$30 after 12/31). Partial year for new members:
US$2/CDN$2 per month for each month remaining in the calendar year, including the current month.

Advertising
Limited non-commercial advertising is free to MOGNW members.
Commercial advertising, priced below, is available. Please pay
MOGNW in advance in US$ and provide suitable digital or scanable
copy. We publish six issues per year, odd numbered months.

Regalia
Club merchandise can be purchased by emailing our Regalia officer at
regalia@mognw.com or see the MOGNW roster for other contacts.

Size of Ad ................... 1-3 Months..... 6 Months..........1 Year
Business Card .................... $5...............$12.50 .............. $25
Quarter Page ......................$10 ................ $25................. $50
Half Page............................$20 ................ $50................ $100
Full Page.............................$40 ............... $100............... $200

Submitting Material for Publication
Address: Please send content to the Editor (editor@mognw.com or

Cover photo credit: When Wayne Harris met John Castle in McMinnville, John said his dad once had a Morgan. John sent Wayne a
photo of the Morgan towing a glider and Wayne submitted it. Members: Submit your outstanding photos for cover consideration.
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West of Northwest
Kit Raetsen, MOGNW President
I invite you all to our upcoming Executive Board meeting to be held
Saturday, November 2, at 11:00 a.m. at Griot's Garage, 3333 South
38th Street, Tacoma. Come early as they usually do a presentation on
detailing for us. Your input is important so if you have suggestions, concerns, or issues please bring them to the meeting or pass them on to
your Pod Rep if you are unable to attend the meeting yourself. Following
the meeting we will adjourn to Marlene’s Market & Deli nearby for a
delightful lunch.
I found the following article online and it says expresses owning a
Morgan much better than I ever could, so while I have your attention ...
"So why a Morgan? Well, if you have to ask—
Over the years, the Morgan Motor Company's quality, design, and
nostalgic appeal proved to be timeless, right down to its ash sub
frame— and spawned a strong legion of devoted followers.
And, if you know anything about Morgans, then you're probably up-tospeed that it's not the most user-friendly ride out there. If you're looking
for luxury, comfort, and state of the art performance— move along. This
isn't the car for you.
The real appeal of the Morgan is a sort of anti-appeal," says Burt
Fendelman, a three-time Morgan owner.
"They're not comfortable. They're not practical. They're not even
EDITOR’S MINUTE
By Steve Hutchens
Editor & Webmaster
MOGNW BLOG
Thanks to Morgans to Montana, we now
have a blog! Read about it on pages 4 and 5.
WIN’S FACTORY BLOG
Win Muehling, our first blog author, enjoyed
his blog reporting so much that he set up his
own blog with photos from his Morgan factory
visit. This is an excellent example of how blogs
can be used effectively to share pictures and
stories. Readers can make comments and ask
questions. Thanks, Win, for showing us how we
can use blogs creatively. Visit Win’s blog at:
mogfactoryvisit2013.blogspot.com

weatherproof. But they're rugged and a wonderful driving car, very tight
in their handling, with no power steering or brakes or anything else.
They offer a closeness to the road, a feel that can't be matched."
To move, to breathe, to fly, to float,
To gain all while you give,
To roam the roads of lands remote,
To travel is to live.
- Hans Christian Andersen

A SCENIC MOG RUN???
Win Muehling and I rode RAPSody (Ride
Around Puget Sound) on August 24 and 25
(see the photo), 173 miles of scenic roads and
trails. I mention this only because it struck us
that the route was so scenic and the roads so
interesting that the route would be a natural for
a Morgan run with only minor adjustments.
There were several interesting opportunities to
stop along the way including places that looked
like they would be good for lunch.
Anyone interested?
CAR SHOW
I returned to Bellingham on August 3 in time
to take my Morgan to the 6th Annual ‘Sunday at
the Depot’ European car & motorcycle show
sponsored by Northwest European Autoworks.
It’s at a cool new venue used by the Farmer’s

Steve and Win at the end of RAPSody

Market and dominated by BMWs, Porsches,
Audis, and Mercedes, but Morgans always
attract attention and, yes, I had lots of the
normal questions about wood frames.

UPCOMING MOGNW ACTIVITIES (see mognw.com/calendar.html for the latest)
Please send calendar items to the Editor to help keep our online calendar current!
Date

Event

Time & Location

Contact

Saturday,
November 2

MOGNW Executive Board Meeting

11:00 at Griot’s Garage Conference Room,
Kit Raetsen
3333 South 38th Street, Tacoma. Followed by
president@mognw.com
lunch at Marlene’s Market & Deli nearby,

Saturday,
December 7

Northern Pod Christmas Party

The party will be hosted by Ken and Pat Miles
Ric MacDonald
at their home in Surrey. Details to follow. See
northernpod@mognw.com
the MOGNW Calendar for updates.

3rd Tuesday

Southern Pod Meeting

Location TBA

Wayne Harris, southernpod@mognw.com

3rd Saturday

Midlands Pod Meeting

11:30 AM at the Three Lions Pub,
8115 161st Ave NE, Redmond

Michael Amos, midlandspod@mognw.com

ALWAYS CHECK THE CALENDAR PAGE ON MOGNW.COM FOR THE LATEST EVENT INFORMATION!
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T H E W H AT & H O W

OF OUR

BLOG!

nal in which individuals or organizations can share information, experiences, photos, and even videos. The idea is that updates are posted to the
blog on a regular basis (I remember my grandmother asking if I’d been
writing in the diary she gave me every day).
Visually, blogs look much like websites, and, indeed, some blogs are
indistinguishable from websites. The idea, however, is that the blogger (the
individual or organization that owns the blog) posts information regularly
and this is one way in which a blog differs from a website. A simplified perspective is to think of websites as static and blogs as dynamic. Our blog can
be used as a tool for us to share timely information. It differs from our website in that the information on our website is more static and is updated
infrequently (the calendar being the major exception).

STEVE HUTCHENS, EDITOR & WEBMASTER

BACKGROUND
Yes, we now have joined the modern world with a MOGNW Blog! On
August 16 Lee Harman emailed to ask if it was possible to have a blog set
up for Morgans to Montana. I’d been thinking about blogs for several
months, how to set them up and how we might use them, so this proved to
be the stimulus that finally got me started.

A BLOG CAN HAVE MULTIPLE CONTRIBUTORS
Whereas a website generally has one webmaster responsible for the
website, blogs can have multiple contributors submitting different types of
content. Primary blog content, the stories and photos that are the focus of
the blog, are submitted by one or more blog authors who are given access
by the blog administrator. Comments about blog postings are essentially
secondary content and can be posted by anyone for the world to read. The
administrator has the ability to edit content on the blog should anything be
posted that is inappropriate.
Contributors can post content from computers, tablets, or smart phones.
Our blog has the capability for authors to post content to the blog via email
so theoretically they could make post to the blog from anywhere they have
a cell phone signal.
WHAT WILL WE DO WITH A BLOG?
Our first experiment with a blog was for use of the Morgans to Montana
tour which ran from September 4 to 17. MOGNW members received an
email from Bob Hauge on September 2 with information on accessing the
blog so they could follow their friends as they toured in Montana.
Blogs are easy to set up and we may well want to explore other uses
where blogs might benefit MOGNW communications. After M2M, it might be
interesting to consider having a blog correspondent ("author") in each Pod
to post Pod News to a mognwblog. Other possible uses might be a tech
blog or a blog for other tours like next year’s Rocky Mountain Tour.
What kinds of things would you enjoy reading? Might you be interested
in becoming a “Blog Author?”

mognwblog.blogspot.com
A “snipping” of the header or our first blog.

HOW DO I ACCESS THE BLOG?
There is a blog link on the home page of mognw.com for easy access. For direct access, the address is mognwblog.blogspot.com.
You can read our blog activity from either your computer, tablet or smart
phone. Our blog works well on smart phones so you can enjoy it anywhere.

First came some research and a decision to use Google’s well-reviewed
and free BlogSpot. The next challenge was actually setting the blog up and
that turned out to be rather simple. I experimented a bit with how to make
the header the way I wanted it but soon it was live. Lee recruited Win Muehling to be our first blog author. Then we signed Lee up, too. Win posted
stories and pictures from wherever he had Internet access that day, usually
from his motel in the evening.
Win’s reports are well written and make interesting reading. The photos
include both nice scenic shots, friends on the tour, and Morgans in great
settings. You’ve got to check it out! You can access our blog from either
your computer or smart phone at:
mognwblog.blogspot.com
This article is about the what, why, and how of blogs … how our blog
works. Read on to learn about this new resource and how to use it.

HOW DO YOU READ A BLOG?
The top of a blog post is identified
with a gray date bar with white text.
Like your email, blog posts are chronologically ordered with the newest
entry at the top of the stack. As posts accumulate, new pages are added on
top.
If you didn’t read the Morgans to Montana Blog day by day as Win made
the posts, you may want to read the story as it developed. To start reading
from the start, follow these steps:
• Scroll down the page until you see “Blog Archive” near the bottom.
• Click on the entry at the bottom of the column.
• Scroll down the page until you come to the earliest date bar. This is the
first post.
• Read the post from the top down.
• The next day’s date bar will be above that post, so scroll up to find it.
• Read this post then continue until you have finished the page.
• Now scroll down to the bottom of the page. Just above “Blog Archive” is
a line with “Newer Posts . . . Home . . . Older Posts” (you can think of

SO WHAT’S A BLOG?
Years ago some people kept journals; many of us remember keeping
diaries when we were kids. A blog is kind of a modern version of a diary or
journal except that
1. it is digital instead of paper
2. It is posted on the Internet for anyone to read instead of being your private record.
”Blog” is a nickname for “weblog” (web log). It is basically an online jourNW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5
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Older Posts

these as “Next Day . . . Most Recent Post . . . Previous Day”).

4. Ultimately you will see:

• Click on “Newer Posts”
• Read the posts in chronological order.
• After reading the most recent post on that page, go to the bottom again

HOW DO I VIEW A LARGER PICTURE?
To view a larger picture than you see in the blog just click on the picture.
for “Newer Posts” until you have arrived at the most recent when you will Presto … there it is.
At the bottom of your screen you will see each of the photos in that post
have read the entire Morgans to Montana Blog and enjoyed all of the
represented by a small square “thumb.” Click on the thumb furthest to the
pictures in the order the tour developed.
left and you will see it full size.
By the time you read this in the Mogazine, Morgans to Montana will be
To see each of the photos in that post full size just use the right arrow
history so the blog becomes more like a website except that you want to
key on your keyboard. →
read from the bottom up if you want to follow their story as it happened.
To see a previous photo use the left arrow. ←
HOW DO YOU POST COMMENTS TO THE BLOG?
To return to the blog from viewing large pictures, just click the “X”
It’s easy to post a comment but you will need a Google Account.
in the upper right corner of the screen. Do not use your “Back”
1. At the bottom of each post you will see a box like this. Click on the word button as that will throw you out of the blog.
“comments” to post
BLOG STATISTICS
a comment. You
Each time a person views a page it is one page view. My blog adminiswill see “No” or a
trator’s statistics page tells me our Morgans to Montana Blog experiment is
number will preceding the word “comments” - ignore it.
a great success with almost 2000 “page views” as of the publication date of
2. Next you will see a “Post a
this Mogazine, a number certainly well above my expectations.
Comment” box pop up. Position
Since our blog is new and very few outside of MOGNW members have
your cursor inside the “Enter
been told about it, the number would suggest we have found this tour blog
your comment” box and type
interesting to follow.
your comment.
I give most of the credit to Win’s frequent postings and great photos.
3. Review your comment, then
Timely postings with quality content made a blog successful. Thanks Win
click “Preview” (to see what it
for all of your work!
will look like) or “Publish” (to
post it online). At some point you will see a “Select Select profile…
SUMMARY OF WHERE OUR BLOG IS
profile” box. Click on “Select profile… .” You need
Google Account
Please visit this blog and check it out. Make comments if you feel inone of these six profiles to post a comment. Many LiveJournal
WordPress
spired. We are still learning about blogs, how they work and how to use
members have a Google account through gmail
TypePad
them. I think we have most of the bugs are out our blog, but there may still
(easy to get if you don’t) or use any profile you
be a few. I still have a lot to learn about blogs and with the help of members
recognize. Select a profile and follow the prompts. AIM
OpenID
we can make blogs a great communications tool. Please let me know if you
I’m not thoroughly familiar with this process, but it
isn’t hard to stumble through. Having published your first comment, sub- find bugs and please let me know what you think about our blog or if you
have suggestions. Just email me at (editor@mognw.com).
sequent comments are easy.

HOW TO SHOP ONLINE FOR MOGNW REGALIA
Garth Morgan, MOGNW Regalia Specialist
We have all kinds garments to show your pride in MOGNW and the process to order what you want in the color and
size you want couldn’t be easier. Alternatively, we can have a garment you already own or one you buy elsewhere
embroidered with the MOGNW logo for just $10 + shipping. Here’s the process to order MOGNW regalia:
1) Go to our supplier’s online catalog at www.designingstitches.com and click “Apparel.”
2) Select the garment type from the menu on the left. You will then see pictures of each style of that type of garment.
3) Select the style you want.
4) Beneath the picture of the style are details of the construction of the garment to show how it is made. Beneath the
construction details are the colors the garment is available in. Select the color you want.
5) Next you select the size you want. Size is very important as sizes vary from manufacturer to manufacturer. Click on
“VIEW PRODUCT MEASUREMENT” in the upper right corner of the page. A window will open that will give
“Product Measurements” for the garment. To assure that you receive the size you want, please go to your clothes
closet and get a similar garment so you can compare the dimensions of your garment that you know fits you to the
“Product Measurements.” Here’s the process to assure proper fit:
a) Zip or button the garment, then lay it flat on a table.
c) Measure the garment and compare the measurements of the your garment that fits to the sizes in the chart.
d) Now you know the size in the new garment that will fit you just like the garment you measured.
6) Now that you have selected a garment in the color and size you want, you are ready to order. Email me at
regalia@mognw.com with the style number, color and size you want.
7) My return email will give you the cost. You can send me a check or pay by PayPal (using regalia@mognw.com).
8) If you can’t find what you want, let me know and we’ll look harder!
NW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5
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PEOPLE’S CHOICE WINNERS

Southern Exposure

MO-01 4/4 1 - Bob & Claire Hauge
1967 4/4 (White/Black)
2 - Garth & Melissa Morgan 1960 4/4 (Red/Red)
(MIA - car is so darn good it doesn’t have to be there to win a trophy)
3 - Michael Amos
1965 4/4 (Yellow/Black)

(Notes from the Southern Pod)
by Claire J. Hauge

Western Washington ABFM
2013 @ Bellevue College

July 27

This year’s theme for the Bellevue Western Washington All British
Field Meet was “Drivers & Survivors” in honor of the silver anniversary
of the show. Event Organizer, Steve Hanegan writes: “This year, we
spotlight the cars that carry us with pride, but usually sit out the show in
the parking lot, or even worse, get left at home – The Drivers and the
Survivors. Loved, driven and put away wet, these cars have provided
uncounted smiles per mile, and wear the marks and scars of a lifetime
of memories and experiences. Each one has a history and a tale to tell.
Along side their restored, refurbished, and younger siblings, they paint
a full and vivid picture of the scope and variety of the British Vehicles
that have endeared themselves to legions of enthusiasts. From its
beginning in 1988, the Western Washington ABFM has merged an
enjoyment of unique vehicles with the equally unique personalities that
are drawn to them.”
He’s right; and the show this year proved it with the great turnout of
nearly 500 cars. As we wandered through the field on Saturday, we
were not disappointed - lots of classics were on the field!
The event started Friday night with a Cocktail Party/Meet & Greet at
Club Auto in Kirkland. Saturday, cars began arriving very early for the
display on the grounds of Bellevue College. Also on Saturday was the
usual Swap Meet and cars looking for a new home. No one from
MogNW seems to have taken home a new project, however.
Following the field meet, MogNW members were invited to take a
short drive to West Seattle to Bill Button’s house. Parking is tight in
Bill’s neighborhood, but with understanding neighbors the cars were
scattered about providing a second car show. Before dinner, guys
gathered in Bill’s garage and started the Drophead Coupe for some
Weber diagnosing. Lots of suggestions were offered as throttles
were blipped and air flow readings
were called out like depth soundings. The guys were also able to
inspect Bill’s Bitsa with all the
sheet metal removed. For some it
was a new sight – never having
seen a Morgan with its outer covering missing! Bill had recently
sent the sheet metal to southern
Oregon for painting.
Jean Tinnea worked hard getting all sorts of appetizers prepared and presented. Mike Amos
grilled hamburgers to order and
also offered great greasy sausages. Thank you, Bill, for opening your home to us.
Rumor has it that the 2014
Western Washington ABFM will be
at a new venue, Saint Edward
State Park, 14445 Juanita Drive
N.E., in Kenmore, on the northeast
shore of Lake Washington. Saint
NW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5

MO-02 +4

1- Tim & Edie Johnson
2 - Glenn & Louise Jewett
3 - Kay Jones

1957 Plus 4 (Yellow)
1966 Plus 4 (Black/White)
1953 Plus 4 (Cream/Brown)

MO-03 +8

1 - Heinz Stromquist
2 - Frank Gruen

1987 Plus 8 (BRG)
1995 Plus 8 (Platinum)

MO-04 Morgan Unique
1 - Gerry & Tanya Seligman 2005 Roadster (Black)

Edward State Park is a 316-acre day-use park with 3,000 feet of freshwater shoreline. Once a Catholic seminary, the park's rich history is
reflected in its grounds and architecture. Walks along the undeveloped
lakeshore are peaceful and give the visitor many opportunities for nature study. Hope to see you all there in this beautiful new venue!

Bill Button and Michael Amos
chat at they prepare the food
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Northern Pod Activity

SIX MORGANS …
THREE AND A HALF FREDS

August 18

Ric MacDonald, Northern Pod Rep

August 17

Our August meeting took place Sunday, August 18, at the Shady Tree Carla Dietz, Southern Correspondent
Pub in Squamish. Rather than give my usual report, I will quote from an
Morgan owners are a strange lot. Who else would travel 180 plus
interview of me by Joey Two and a Half Feathers, a reporter from the
miles
for the simple joy of driving…..and ice cream. August 17th found
Squamish Smoke Signal Times, a local newspaper. Unfortunately there
eleven
such souls on the road in search of the perfect flavor.
are no pictures as the photographer, Harvey Sun-Comes-Up, was out
fishing and did not return in time for the interview. Here then are excerpts
from that interview which appeared in their Friday August 24 edition.
JT: Welcome to Squamish, Mr. MacDonald. You and your friends
show up in these funny English cars at the Shady Tree Pub and I understand you are a chief of this tribe. What's this all about?
RM: Please call me Ric, Mr. Two and a Half Feathers.
JT: Okay Ric, please call me Joey.
RM: Well Joey, the MOGNW is a loosely run, (ed. note, Very), group
of people who share their passion for the Morgan sports car by getting
together for social events and drives. I am not really a Chief but am a
temporary leader of the Northern Pod, named in honor of the Orca group
of whales - at least I think that's where the name came from, but this
goes back in history. We of the Northern Pod try to get together once
a month for a drive and usually lunch, although today we are out for dinner.
JT: That must be very cold in those cars in Winter, so how was the
weather today for your drive? I heard there was some rain in the Big
Smoke (Vancouver), today?
RM: Yes Joey, I heard that some had their tops on and off as it was
sprinkling rain but in the end everyone left the top down and had a pleasant drive. When I scheduled this drive I didn't realize it was the opening
weekend for the PNE, (Pacific National Exhibition), traditionally a rainy
week-end, but we were lucky as there is just some cloud and warm
enough, but not too warm for the cars as they do not like hot temperatures.
JT: Ric, you have 5 cars here, is that about average for your drives?
RM: Today we have Yvonne and Ron Theroux, Les and June
Burkholder, Bob and Judy McDiarmid, Malcolm Sparrow with LaVerne
Barnes and myself. These are some of our regulars but we usually have
about 10 or so cars. It being summer, people have other commitments so
I am quite happy with this turn out.
JT: Why the Shady Tree, Ric? How did this come about?
RM: Back in 1993, there was a drive of cars from North Vancouver to
Whistler, held in September. For the last few years this has been held the
day after a large gathering of British cars in VanDusen Gardens in Vancouver. As most people are tired after this long day, not very many go on
this drive, so I thought it would be fun to do a drive to Squamish as the
scenery along this Sea to Sky highway is quite spectacular and it is not
too long of a drive from Vancouver to Squamish and back. The Shady
Tree features a Sunday prime rib roast dinner and Sunday roast is a kind
of British tradition. A couple of us tried this last year and really enjoyed it
so this year we made it a Club outing.
JT: And how was the food?
RM: Absolutely fabulous! And a large portion! Yvonne Theroux remarked that we must have had the whole roast! The roast was as tender
as I've ever had and one does not usually get Yorkshire Pudding these
days. LaVerne had Lasagna and found it equally good, with some to take
home. For a larger group, the service by Mary, our waitress, was excellent.
JT: So, Ric, it seems your group enjoyed themselves. Will we be seeing you again?
RM: Yes, Joey. From the remarks here the consensus is that we
should do it again. We could also do a bit of a drive through Britannia
NW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5

FRED Henchell...FRED Bowman...Heinz AlFRED Stromquist...FRED Nuttall

The day’s adventure included: FRED Bowman, FRED Henchell,
FRED Nuttall, and Heinz ALFRED Stromquist. Anyone noticing a pattern
here? Honorary Freds-for-the-day were Wayne Harris, John Svensson
and John’s neighbor, Mike Day. The girls (Carla Dietz, Linda Harris, Kay
Mannion, and Bonnie Nuttall) opted to keep their own names.
First stop along the way was at Cape Horn with its stunning overlook
of the Columbia River toward Beacon Rock. The view, however, fell to
second place once a group of motorcyclists spotted Fred N’s 3-wheeler
and flocked around to give a thumb’s up to the newest in the line of Morgan cars.
The group continued east and soon swept into Stevenson. The entire
town turned out in welcome. Admiring fans lined the sidewalks and
cheered. Okay….they were really there for the annual Skamania County
Fair parade, but certainly seemed to enjoy the small parade of six Morgans as an opening act.
A bridge crossing at Hood River afforded a great view of windsurfers
racing across the waters. Then it was on through berry farms and orchard
lands and into Parkdale for lunch and, of course, ice cream.
The return trip followed some great Morgan roads, winding through
pastoral settings, thick forests, and magnificent views of Mt. Hood. One
by one, cars peeled off toward their respective garages. A great ending to
another Morgan story.
From FRED Bowman: Thanks to Heinz for a very enjoyable tour on
Saturday. The route was great, the necessary stops at comfortable
intervals, the weather was perfect and the variety of topography
amazing for a drive of this length. The variety of Morgans represented in only six cars was amazing, too: Three Plus Fours (a roadster, a tourer, a drop head), one 4/4, one Plus 8, and a new Trike.
Much less impressive was the limited number of human types:
Three women and four guys, three of whom were named Fred.
Beach or Squamish, as there are nice areas and views that are not seen
from the highway, so I think we could make this a yearly traditional drive
and dinner.
JT: Thanks MOGNW and we look forward to seeing you next August.
Note: I will be adding this to next years' calendar and hope to
have others join us for this scenic drive and scrumptious dinner!
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Northern Pod August 24
Ventures South
(or at least 3 of us did!)
Ric MacDonald with photos by Les Burkholder
The purpose of this adventure south was to
visit the LeMay Automobile Collection in Tacoma and the Museum of Flight at Boeing Field
in Seattle. As it is too long a day to drive down,
see the museums and drive back the same
day, an overnight stop in Tacoma was planned.
Originally planned for Saturday and Sunday
the 24th and 25th of August, only Malcolm
Sparrow and Les Burkholder, along with myself, committed to this trip, so we moved the
dates to Wednesday and Thursday the 21st
and 22nd in order to have less congestion at
the border and museums.
Arriving at Edaleen Dairy Store, our meeting
spot just across the border from Aldergrove, I
found June Burkholder dropping off Les. Les
was having trouble with his right arm and so
was opting to ride down with me and back with
Malcolm. Les would later earn his keep as a
much-valued navigator.
A few minutes later along came Malcolm
and off we went to Highway 9 and south to our
first planned stop at the Big Lake Bar and Grill,
car-themed fifties-style diner that I have always
enjoyed since discovering it in the mid-nineties
on the way back from a Bellevue Field Meet.
Situated beside Big Lake, it is about 15 minutes
south of Sedro-Wooley. Unfortunately they are
now open from lunch on, so we were left to
drool as we watched the cook baste several
salmon fillets slowly cooking over the bbq, that
day's special. Thinking we would stop for dinner on the way back the next day, this was reenforced as we learned that the Thursday special was “all you can eat” fresh prawns.
Off we continued down Highway 9, a tailormade road if there ever was one for Morgans
or any sports car or motorcycle, as it winds
south. Reaching Marysville we had to go over
to I-5 for the remainder as Highway 9 goes
through denser areas with a lot of stop lights.
The LeMay - “America’s Car Museum”
We arrived at the LeMay Museum at 12:30,
just in time for lunch. On offer was a $20 spe-

cial which included museum admission and
lunch. This is served in an open air area overlooking the first level of the displays and attended by a fun-loving and friendly staff.
I really can't describe the magnitude of the
museum. There is simply too much to take in or
describe in words. With room for about 500
cars, there were about 300 on display for our
visit, as some come and go. These ranged
from the earliest, a 1903 Cadillac, through the

the wall. If someone were looking for climatecontrolled storage for their Mog for the winter,
perhaps the museum would be interested in
putting the car on display!
We all agreed that the three hours we spent
only gave us an over view of the display and
another visit would be in order to really inspect
our favorites.

60s and 70s muscle car era. Some were totally
restored and some in a survivor state, but all
were interesting. The craftsmanship and details
on the early cars must be seen to be appreciAlthough our hotel, a Hampton Inn, was only
ated.
The British contingent consisted of a handful a few miles away, we were in rush hour when
we left the museum and found that our Google
map had the Hampton Inn in the wrong location. Les proved his worth in navigating us to
the hotel. After a short clean-up, we drove over
to Gig Harbor, a pretty little town on Puget
Sound, for dinner.

of examples: Jaguar E-Type, MG TD, Lotus
Europa and Triumph GT6 being some of them.
There were no Morgans although there was an
artist’s rendition and description of a Mog on
Malcolm and Ric … what a desert!

Anthony's, a sea-food looking restaurant
looked OK and it had a view of the harbor. A
table by the window provided a good view,
although the restaurant has a tiered seating
arrangement so every table has a view. Good
food was finished off by an incredible fresh
peach cobbler for dessert. The whole trip was
almost made worthwhile just for this dessert!
NW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5
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The Museum of Flight

with seafood chowder, cole slaw and prawns,
(there was no room for dessert!), it was really
off home.

After a substantial breakfast, included with
the room, to hold us over until the prawn fest
later, off we went to the Museum of Flight at
Boeing Field. We actually arrived before it
opened as there were no delays due to morn-

ing rush hour, but with a Boeing B-17 Flying
Fortress and B-47 Stratofortress on outside
display we had something to see while we
waited for the opening.

the New York Concorde flight, I will always
remember the sound and sight of Concorde
blasting off into the night, flames coming from
all four tailpipes as the engines were in
full afterburner. Quite a sight! I also recall this
Constellation, once parked outside the Constellation Hotel at the Toronto airport, a hotel we
used for short layovers while in Toronto. This
aircraft was trucked to the Museum and restored at great expense, now painted in the
livery of Trans Canada Airlines, forerunner of
Malcolm at the controls
Air Canada. One can walk through these airIt was a most enjoyable way to spend two
craft as all are open to the public. Quite a condays. Time well wasted!
trast in size as airliners developed! Also once
For those who have yet to visit The LeMay
again, this is a must return, to really examine
Collection and/or the Museum of Flight, these
the display aircraft.
are Must Do things. As I said, we really need to
go back to examine our favorite displays, so I
will again propose a tour for next summer. It
would make a natural tie-in with the Bellevue
Show, perhaps visiting Lemay on Thursday and
the Flight Museum on Friday or maybe the
museums on their own, sometime in August.
As usual, our two Mogs attracted a lot of attention in the museum parking lots, so with more
we could have our own display! Stay tuned to
the Club Calendar next year.

Again, like the Lemay Collection, there was
too much to really describe here. This collection has displays ranging from early wood and
fabric bird-like structures to which very brave
(or foolish, depending on your view) men attached themselves before hurtling themselves
off some high place to try to soar like a bird, to
Almost totally overwhelmed by what we had
a Mercury 7 space capsule from the early years
seen of the two collections, it was time to head
of man into space.
It was nice to see groups of young children for home, or rather a prawn feed on the way
on an outing to learn something of the magic of home. Rather than return the same way we
flight from this museum.
On display outside were a Boeing 747, a
Boeing 707 used as Air Force One by presidents of the USA, a Concorde and a Lockheed Super Constellation, truly the Queen of
the piston-engined airliners. When still working
I sometimes flew the London-Toronto evening
flight, and as our take-off slot was right behind

had come, we opted to go to Mulkiteo and a
ferry to Whidbey Island, driving up the island
before cutting across to Big Lake on Highway
9. This is another peaceful and scenic drive,
well suited to a sports car. After filling ourselves
NW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5
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PORTLAND ABFM 2013

and sometimes over the cones. He had fun.
The Peoples Choice Awards were calculated this year by old
fashioned hand counting. The results were available about two
hours faster than when they were prepared by computer.

August 31

Wayne Harris, Southern Pod Rep

The last Saturday before school opened, August 31, began
bright and beautiful. MOGNW members gathered for breakfast at
Elmer’s Restaurant before the Field Meet and regaled each other
with the usual stuff. By 9:00 AM we were travelling the ½ mile journey to PIR, Portland International Raceways, site of the annual All
British Field Meet. This year the meet celebrated Minis and Land
Rovers and registered about 800 cars and motorcycles.
Morgans were lined up on opposite sides, Plus 4’s on one side,
4/4’s three wheelers and Plus 8’s on the other. Our tent was put up
with the usual loss of all memory of how it is supposed to go up.
Garth Morgan filled it with MOGNW paraphernalia, and we were
under way.
Morgans were shown by Roscoe and Debra Nelson, Mike
Myers, Heinz Stromquist, David and San Crandall, Brian Fawcett,
Garth and Melissa Morgan, Fred Bowman, John Svensson, Fred
and Bonnie Nuttall, Don and Lorlyn Arner, Mark and Wanda
McClinton, and Wayne and Linda Harris.
Attendees without cars to show were Mike Miles, Cati Waterman, Dee Buffum and Ken Butler.
Other cars being shown were Dwight Smith’s Mini, Brian Fawcett’s Mini (it took 1st place), Bob and Claire Hauge’s Triumph TR4A, Dick and Ann Tilden’s 1924 Bentley, and their son Dan’s Zink
Formula Vee being raced by him.
John Svennson was brave enough to enter his 4/4 in the Gymkhana and reported that he ran inside the cones, outside the cones

NW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5

The award winners were:
3 Wheeler and 4/4
1st Fred and Bonnie Nuttall, 2013 Dark Green 3 Wheeler
2nd Fred Bowman, 1959 Gray and Blue 4/4
3rd Garth and Melissa Morgan, 1960 Red and Maroon 4/4
Plus 4
1st Mark and Wanda McClinton, 1953 Flat Rad Plus 4
2nd Wayne and Linda Harris, 1958 Red Plus 4
3rd John and Cindy Svennsson, 1967 Dark Blue DHC
Plus 8
1st Michael Myers, 2003 Plus 8
2nd Brian Fawcett, 1991 Gray Plus 8
3rd David and San Crandall, 1971 Lime Green Plus 8
The dinner following the Field Meet was held at the home of
Garth and Melissa Morgan. Thank you, thank you. We dined on
the deck and in the yard on home made lasagna, salads, appetizers, desserts and many beverages.
All in all the 2013 Portland ABFM was a rousing success.
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Crescent Beach
Concours D’elegance

August 31

Les & June Burkholder with photos by Win Muehling and Les Burkholder
The Friday evening of the Concours at Crescent Beach was a nice affair
of unusual and delicious canapés and drinks, including receiving a very
classy goody bag. That alone made it grand to be invited to show the
Drophead. A lovely social evening of getting to know other participants was
a good start, leading to equally beautiful weather by the ocean at Blackie
Spit Park at Crescent Beach for the Concours on Saturday.
For us, parking the car beside such a prestigious line of British Cars was
a treat in itself. Again we enjoyed a lovely salmon BBQ at lunch followed by
an elegant fashion show and plenty of time to view the array of cars from
Europe and North America featuring many makers, one of each type - 1915
to ours at 1964, the newest shown.
We especially enjoyed seeing the first three in each class drive their cars
in a circle around the field where each car was introduced and a very usable, hand-crafted glass plate was presented to each recipient as well as a
dash plaque. It was nice to be able to connect each driver to their car and
the setting was perfect. It was a really fun day.
In the All British Class, 1st went to Steve Blake in his Jaguar Coupe,
(very nice by the way), 2nd was an Austin Healy, and 3rd was my DHC (very
surprised due to the competition in this class).
It was a beautiful day, wonderful food, great cars. The presentations were
handled exceptionally well. The top three winners in their class drove there
car past the crowd to the presentation area. While some history was given
about that particular car, the presentation was made and a photo was taken.
Here it was nice to make the connection with the car and driver that received
the reward.
It was a great day!

Blake’s Jaguar

Burkholder’s DHC
NW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5
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LUXURY & SUPERCAR WEEKEND

Sept. 7 & 8

Les and June Burkholder

While it is fresh in my mind I will write a few words to go
with Les’ pictures of the Luxury and Supercar Weekend at VanDusen Botanical Garden.

It was such a treat to be invited to this prestigious event. We
had no expectations so we were extra happy that the DropHead
Coupe restoration by Les and Ross was so well received. The top
car in our class was a 1950s Rolls and until the judges came to a
beautiful Bentley parked beside us and told Les and Kim that
they could not decide between them … so they both received
equal ribbons.

Les and June and their DHC

We were the only small car in the British invasion and it
looked pretty neat. This Shaughnessy Group surely knows how to
do the V.I.P. treatment so a good time was had by all including
ample food and drink.
Steve Blake was showing his new bright, bright Lamborghini.
The word “purple” simply does not do justice to the beauty of the
car. He came away with a ribbon.
We both enjoyed people watching especially elegantly dressed
and coiffed women in lovely hats. Les felt getting to sit along
with Melissa the new McLaren supercar was a huge treat.
The absolutely beautiful weather lasted for the entire two day
event and made the vast number of outstanding luxury cars at
VanDusen Garden all the more special to enjoy. It was nice to see
how the other half lives, if only for a weekend!
(more photos on the next page)

Steve detailing his Lamborghini
NW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5
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WELCOME OUR
NEW MEMBER!
Fred Zerull, Jr
410 S 3rd St
Jacksonville, OR 97530
(541) 899-3196 (home)
(530) 604-6621 (cell)
zerull@sbcglobal.net
1993 +8 roadster, connaugh I green
3.9l, steel chassis

We moved to

5787 203A St.

CMC Enterprises (1990) Inc
Reg Beer Coachbuilders Inc
www.regbeercoachbuilder.ca

From the smallest repair to a

CMC Enterprises has been supplying North America
with parts and sales of vintage vehicles since 1990.
Reg Beer Coachbuilders have been offering the
best in full service restorations, general repairs, tuning
and modifications. Martin and Stephen Beer have been
the sole Morgan dealers in Canada since 1990. We
have the largest stock of Morgan parts in Canada. Our
inventory consists of new and old parts, some extremely hard to find or no longer in production. Parts
can be fabricated in-house by our skilled craftsmen.
Morgans have been our specialty for over 40 years and
we have numerous best-in-show awards to prove it.
We work closely with clients, ensuring that work is
completed to their specifications at realistic costs.

Full Restoration
The Morgan Clinic is here
to help you enjoy
your Morgan to the fullest!

The Morgan Clinic
4317 Columbine Ct NE
Salem, Oregon 97305
503-390-0085 or 818-388-2478
Email: themorganclinic@yahoo.com
NW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5

Martin Beer & Stephen Beer
12944 Albion Vaughan Road
Bolton, ON L7E 4C6
cmcmog@idirect.ca
(905) 857-3210
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Idle Torque: Morgan They Bargained For

Of the four Morgans doing this full around-Australia trip, the oldest
model dated from the mid-1980s, while the others were 1995, 2004, and
2012 models.
Mr. Mitchell said preparation for the tip comprised thorough mechanical
checking of the cars, as well as careful thought about how to pack a twoseater roadster for a three-month road trip.
Part of this planning was Mr. Mitchell's wife Judy booking accommodations for all participants at 49 different locations around Australia - mainly
caravan park cabins - months before the trip began.
"There's been huge interest in the cars as we've moved around Australia and a lot of people couldn't believe that we've come so far in an opentop car," Mr. Mitchell said.
Exponents of arithmetic will note there are actually five Morgans in the
beach photo, which was taken at Entrance Point near Broome.
The red one on the far left belongs to Bill and Wendy Turner, who are
based in Perth and had their car freighted to Broome in time to meet the
four Sydney cars, before driving with them back to Perth.
Perth-based Morgan Club member Brian Nash said the Sydney Morgans would this week be joined by more WA Morgans as they made their
way south before heading east.

Alex Forest, The West Australia (Updated August 10, 2013)
Submitted to the NWMogazine by Bill Button
Four Moggies on an Aussie road trip of a lifetime
are joined by WA enthusiasts for their SW tour

There are currently four Moggies in WA [Western Australia] that have
strayed a long way from home, but they're not of the feline variety.
They're the four-wheeled, wooden-body framed, traditional English
sports car sort of Moggies, more formally known as Morgans.
A less politically correct columnist than I may suggest that the only
common ground between these two types of Moggies is their ability to
catch birds.
The four Morgans are on the road trip of a lifetime, having departed
Sydney on June 10. They have made their way across the top of Australia,
into the north of WA, and are now on their leisurely way through the South
West.
"It was an idea that my wife and I came up with," Graham Mitchell, who
owns a 2004 Morgan Roadster, said.
"Every year we have a trip, but
usually it's only between two and
three weeks.
"This time we put the trip to the
club members and we got a good
response.
"Morgan owners are prepared to
stretch the motoring a little bit and
we're interested in the challenge of
doing something as extensive as
going around Australia."
Group of Sydney-based Morgan enthusiasts are passing through WA’s South West this weekend (joined by Perth-based Morgan on far left)

NW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5
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palaces overlooking the mighty Fraser. The lady that ran the ad was a
denizen of the water and yes she drove a British Racing Green Plus 4
that she was trying to sell. I wish I could remember her name but something tells me that one of the readers of this article will enlighten me.
What I do remember though was that she bought the car off of one of the
musicians in Loverboy (or maybe it was Trooper). Her car she admitted
had a cracked frame too and I passed on buying it. But while I test-drove
it I enquired about her home on the water and she gave me the business
card of the realtor that ended up showing me the place that I live in now.
So with me, and the three others that I just told you about, that makes
four people who drive Mogs and live on top of the water. So what exactly are the odds of that happening? Good thing that my sister is a
math teacher. Stick with me now for this next portion of formulas, facts
and figures:
As of the 2011 there were 2,313,238 people living in Greater Vancouver. They live in a total of 949,565 dwellings. That last number is important in that it represents the total number of houses, townhouses, apartments and float homes in the area. The total number of float homes
though is less than 500. So the chances of living in a float home in Vancouver are 4,627 to one.
But wait it gets better. How many motor vehicles from the Greater
Vancouver area do you think were registered with ICBC in 2013? If you
guessed 1,520,776 you were spot on. Our illustrious Mogazine Editor
Steve has told me that there are 53 Pacific Northwest Morgan club members that own Morgans and live in this area. Now we have to assume
that there could be a handful of other Morgan owners living in the region
that don’t belong to our club. What’s wrong with them, do they live together under some rock? So let’s add another 25 Morgans into the
Greater Vancouver mix. That makes about 78 Morgans in this neck of
the woods. So as I pull out the slide ruler again I can tell you that the
odds of a Greater Vancouver licensed car owner owning a Morgan are a
whopping 19,497 to one.
So here comes the grand total. I checked with my sister and to determine the odds for anyone one person that lives in the Greater Vancouver
area to own a Morgan and at the same
time live on a float home you need to
multiply 4,627 X 19,497. That number is
so big that my calculator batteries died
while trying to compute it. It is
90,212,619 to one.
I find odds easier to understand when
you put them into a comparable context.
Here are four odds to consider.
Be killed in a terrorist attack while
traveling (1 in 650,000).
Die — during an average lifetime —
of flesh-eating disease (1 in one million).
Be killed by lightning (1 in 56,439).
And my favorite less grim one is the odds of winning Lotto 649. I
always like to end these articles on a more positive note. The odds of
your next $2 bet paying off is one in 14 million. I say, Ted, Gerry, and
that lady that lives in Canoe Pass Village, and I should all get together
and split a ticket!
In closing just to really hit home how unusual it is that someone would
own a Morgan and live on a Floathome I want to offer one more fact.
Let’s say I was on an analytical quest to prove my theory and meet that
elusive one in 90,212,619 individual. And to do so let’s say that I decided to stand on a street corner in downtown Vancouver and spend a
minute meeting strangers and asking where they lived and what they
drove. And let’s say that I decided to do this for 24 hours a day. If each
short interview took one minute, it would take me over 171 years to meet
that rarest of rare pleasure seekers. I’d improve my odds considerably
by just asking people at our upcoming Christmas Party. Float On!

Against the Odds
by Dave Doroghy
I live on a floating home on a quiet bend of the Fraser River in Ladner, BC. In the summer, I park my 1966 Plus Four Morgan on a vacant
lot in front of the river, where I moor the old home barge. While taking the
garbage out a few weeks ago, I ran into a friendly stranger enquiring
about my car. After a few minutes of chatting he revealed himself as Ted
Laturnus, the automobile journalist. I knew of him, although I didn’t know
what he looked like; and I knew that he had a Morgan, so I wasn’t surprised over his interest in my car. As we talked further he told me that he
and his wife used to reside on a houseboat just down the river from
where I am. We had a great chat and he told me that the long cold winters and low tides we have out here in floatsville caused him to move on
years ago.
As I walked back down the ramp to my water home, I thought about
the odds of owning both a Morgan and living on a float home. They are
both considered a bit unusual hobbies and habitats, and certainly only
appeal to a certain type of person. To have both I thought must be extremely uncommon to say the least. I’ll get back to the odds of that double good fortune a bit later in this article.
Then I thought about what they both have in common with one another. Morgans and Float homes are
both things of beauty. Both of mine leak.
My Morgan shakes like crazy when I hit
a certain speed and my float home
shakes like crazy every time a big boat
passes down the river. Neither are all
that practical. But I’d trade practicality
for a romantic notion any day of the
week. They are both great places to sit
and watch the sunset. Both my float
home and Morgan are cold in the winter
and drafty inside. But despite the shortcomings of both my old British car and
my old houseboat, the most important
thing they share is that they both bring a lot of joy and the occasional
headache to the owner.
Now here comes the strange part. I know of two other Morgan owners, aside from me and Ted, that live on Float homes. I was down in
Sleepless Seattle at a public open house of the float home community on
Lake Washington 5 years ago and met Gerry Seligman (sp). I had never
met Gerry either, and as I toured through his lovely floating home I saw a
picture of his Morgan placed on the mantle. It started a wonderful conversation of our common interests.
It was actually a Morgan that led me to live in a float home. Eight
years ago when I was trying to find a Morgan to buy I came across an ad
for one in Ladner. At the time I did not even know of the large float home
community called Canoe Pass Village that exists just this side of the old
wooden Westam Island bridge. The car that I was looking to possibly buy
belonged to a lady that lived in Canoe Pass Village. Finding the address
for the car took me to this large float home village with about 50 buoyant
NW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5
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Modifications and Upgrades, Part II:
Clutch Conversion
Another popular modification I am going to apply to my restoration
is to convert to the MGB clutch system. The main reason people
switch over (or, so I'm told) is that you get a diaphragm spring instead
of coil spring system in the pressure plate, giving it an over-center feel
when pushed down all the way, requiring less effort to hold it down all
the way. In effect, this means you get a smoother, lighter, better
clutch... those who convert never go back!
The first things you need are a TR4A flywheel (not TR4 - it must be
a TR4A) to give the correct spacing for the MGB clutch and a heavyduty pressure plate (76248/14) to bolt on. The disk is from a TR6
and is a Borg & Beck (51091/106). Some people re-drill their Morgan
flyweel, but I chose
not to for three reasons. First, a used
flywheel only costs
around fifty bucks;
Second, I have the
stock setup in a box
(should the next
owner want originality); Lastly, and most
importantly, I did not
want to mess with
drilling more holes in
my stock flywheel! It is also strongly recommended to have the flywheel and clutch pressure plate balanced. I decided to do this, and I'm
glad I did. The flywheel was good, but the pressure plate was beyond
terrible.
Now, the tricky part of this whole operation - modifying the
"bobbin" (which holds the carbon) - is not really that big a deal. The
Morgan bobbin connecting rod (which is threaded into the bobbin) has
to be repositioned backwards (away from the carbon) by the difference in depth between the original finger type spring clutch and the

Putting a Morgan Back on the Road
Pat Leask
The saga of Pat’s 1967 Morgan Plus 4
On the Road!
Every so often, one at a time, Morgan's get put back on the road,
going from various states of being a non-running car to fully restored.
I'm happy to say that after three years, as recently as only a couple of
weeks ago, my '67 Plus 4 is one them. For me, I think most of the fun
is the mechanical process of the restoration (I also painted it); driving it
at the end is just a side benefit. But, as always, when I restore a car
taking it out for its first drive is a nerve wracking experience. Will I get
there? Will I get back? What is going to break? What did I forget to do?
Was it all worth it ... and so forth.
In BC an out-of-province car (mine was from Pennsylvania) is not
allowed to be insured and on the road until it passes a rather detailed
safety inspection. I took it to my local day-to-day gas station about 2km
away, mostly because it was a short drive and up hill to get there (so if
it craps out I can coast it home). The mechanic had never seen a car
like this before, and once he got it up on the hoist he looked at the floor
boards and took it back down saying he can not pass a car as being
safe with wooden floor boards with seats bolted to them (and this was
after waiting 90 minutes for my appointment).
I was not very happy to say the least and suggested all he had to
do was get on the Internet and do five minutes of research - which he
could not be bothered to do. I never stopped to think that it could fail
for something like that. Perhaps that is one of things we have to remember when owning cars like these: they are not the norm.
Well, at least I got to drive it for the first time and I made it there
AND back with no issues - phew. After this "fiasco" we will say, I decided to take it to a fellow on a flat deck I knew out side the city (this
was always my "plan B"). He did his apprenticeship on these cars 30
odd years ago and is still one of the best English car mechanics in our
city even though he now works in a dealership shop. Of course it
passed, and I decided to insure it out there and drive it home some
25km instead of the flat deck. Heck, what's the worst that can happen ... it breaks down and I call the flat deck? Which I had on standby.
The car ran and drove so well, it was such a pleasure and when I got
home and looked under the car - no drips! (yet).
As some of you may be following the upgrades I did, here is a very
quick update. So far the 3/8" fan belt update has worked well. I put on
the big black plastic "kick ass fan" I got from Morgan Spares. I was
warned it was noisy and he was right, it is very loud - sort of like a
plane getting ready for take off. For now I'll leave it on to see how it is
for cooling. Rather a bit of fan noise than the hiss of water. The steering bearing kit is fantastic, not nearly as hard to steer as I thought it
would be (or was told it would be) and I have the smaller wooden
steering wheel. The Subaru dual brake master cylinder stops the car
well, very pleased with that. My web page if you wish to read more is
here at http://members.shaw.ca/pleask/.
I've not driven it around much, and mostly within walking distance
from home, but whenever I stop people invariably come up to talk to
me about the car. I'm used to people coming up to talk to me about my
TVR. Mostly they say "what is it," but with the Morgan everyone seems
to know what the car is. It must be one of the most recognized English
classics out there.
Like most of you, I've owned, restored and driven many an English
sports car. But I've never had quite the same feeling as I get when I'm
driving my "new" Morgan. There is something about that long engine
hood that is so unique, and still when I get out of the car and turn to
look at it I get a silly smile on my face.
NW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5

MGB diaphragm clutch bracket, which is 9/16" measured center to
center. You need the bobbin with the elongated extra material on the
inside. Look inside the bobbin where the existing hole is: if the extra
material (to allow for the threads) is on a couple of inches long, get
another bobbin, as there will be nothing to thread into. Remember to fill
in the old hole with a heli coil, and take special note that - at least on
my bobbin - the threads are BNF (or Whitworth), so you will need a tap
for these threads (easy to find on eBay etc.).
Remember to replace the spigot in the end of the crank, as I almost
forgot!
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curvey back roads and not particularly bumpy. Nice drive, Ride was good
but nothing earth shattering.
From Enterprise I
took National Forest
Road 39 for about 70
miles to the Snake
River.
On this segment it
was bumpy and
twisty. Very bumpy
and did the fun begin. I drove as fast as
I dared with total disregard for missing the pot holes and bumps. 45 to 55
MPH and I felt very secure in the curves. Now nobody in their right mind
would drive as I did. But I was curious and wanted test the attributes of
this Kit. I would call it "Niche Performance". No passenger would sit and
take this nonsense, for sure. 4 motorcycles joined Me and they marveled
at how I could negotiate this road. They were too busy dodging pot holes
to keep up with Me. We discussed this road at the "Hell's Canyon Overlook"

Button on Suplex Suspension Kit
by Bill Button
On one of the Morgan websites I participate in had a discussion about
the Suplex Morgan Front Suspension Refinement System. When installed,
it was claimed that this kit would smooth out the bumps in the road and
provide a more comfortable ride in our Morgan's. It was designed as a onefits-all kit with an adjustment for the different engine weights, 4/4, +4, and
+8. I could not resist this kit, so I bought it. This Kit cost $1,000 delivered to
my door from the UK. Don't ask!!!!

The kit includes Bilstein Shocks that are specially valved for this application. Also novel is the progressive riser spring that sits on the top of the
axle tube. There is about 1" travel before the riser spring kicks in and then
this spring, being progressive, adds to the spring rate as the stub axle
continues to rise. The main springs are soft about 100 in/lbs (my +4 mainsprings are 160 in/lbs). This in itself should make for a more compliant ride
and the riser spring/special shock would come into play on the curves/
bumps. I was itching to try this Kit. I installed it and left for a 3 day trial last
Friday.
My route would be:
• Enumclaw for breakfast
• Cayuse Pass
• Yakima
• Enterprise Oregon
• McCall, Idaho
• Lewiston
• Pomeroy
• Vantage and Home.
I was on back roads as much as possible. My first encounter with
bumpy/twisty roads was as I entered the Mt. Rainer National Park.

Now I am going downhill to the dams on the Snake River and across
into Idaho at one of the bridges across the river and on to McCall for the
night.

Entrance to Mt. Rainier
National Park

It became obvious that things had changed. Seemed I was going faster
with more comfort in the curves. More control/stability in the bumpy/curves
and more fun driving. I was on the upper end of the posted speed limit and
sometimes a bit faster, but I did try to stay out of jail.
From Yakima to Umatilla, Oregon I was on 4 lane highway. OK! Nothing dramatic about the ride. From Umatilla to Enterprise I was again on
NW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5

CONCLUSION
The Kit performed as I was told it would. On smooth road there is no
improvement. This kit needs bumps to make it perform. Contact me at
wmbutton@comcast.net and I will tell you all I know or think I know.
But I would not buy this Kit unless I tested it myself.
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The Renovation of a Mog

A friend knew I was looking and spotted B1120 for sale, in of all places,
Buy and Sell magazine. On my next days off I flew back to Canada to
view the car. Having had a red Triumph TR6 previously, I wanted a British racing Green Morgan, but this one looked quite sharp in it’s maroon
body with black wings. Many, including myself, really like this color combination, as it is striking and somewhat unique. Ironically, B1120 was
originally BRG, having been repainted at the time of the engine
change! After a test ‘ride’, as Mr. McKenzie was not open to any ‘test
pilots’, (if you want to drive the car, then buy it! was his attitude), a deal
was struck and I became the next ‘custodian’ of B1120. When going to
pick up the car I asked why he had sold the car, as he obviously cared
for it and was told that he and his wife had just bought a new house
which needed a new kitchen, so there went the Mog. At this point Mr.
McKenzie was
practically in tears
as his wife had a
Photo 3
big smile, only
“before”
seeing New
Kitchen! I did
track down the
original motor but
as I like the power
of the ‘Pinto’, I
have elected to
keep it in the car
and save the
original, should
the next ‘curator’
wish to restore
the car to its original specification.
Although B1120 looked good cosmetically there was work to be done
mechanically. Kerry Newton of Commonwealth Motors in Vancouver took
over the mechanical care of the car and over the next few years Kerry
welded a crack in chassis, a crack in the axle housing, freed up the steering and rebuilt the gear box among other things. After a period B1120
had become a ‘well-sorted’ and usable car. As Commonwealth went out
of business, Kerry being a better mechanic than bookkeeper, I was fortunate to find Chris Rogers of Word of Mouth Mechanical, who has tended
to the car since 2000, as he still does. Through the years Chris has rebuilt the motor as the head gasket burned through between no’s 2 and 3
cylinders, replaced the suspension with all new springs, bushings and
Spax tube-type shocks. As well, the rear axle was replaced with one from
a Triumph TR4, which offered a higher ratio bringing down the cruising
engine rpm. This was a Very useful suggestion from Bob Hauge. About
10 years ago the leather interior was also replaced as the stitching on the
seatback had worn through to the point it could not be repaired. Excellent
work by Pacific Autotrim in Vancouver which is holding up well. This
brings us to the body and wood work which will commence this Fall, and
the end of Part 1
in this story.
Part 2 will
explain the various decisions;
why do it now,
where to have the
work done, where
to get the parts
and how far into
the car to go with
Photo 4
“before”
the job.

Ric MacDonald
PART I
The time has come for some comprehensive work to the Morgan.
While still quite presentable, it is what I would call a ‘20/20’ car. This is
not my eye vision, but rather when viewed from 20 feet with the car passing at 20 miles per hour, the car looks quite good. However when viewed
from up close there are some paint issues, scratches and chips etc.,
which are inevitable as the car is driven, and some deeper issues with
the wood.
Work will be done over the winter, in time for the Van Dusen Show, or
so goes ‘plan A’. During the months to follow I will be sending a series of
articles to Steve H for publication in our Mogazine, detailing this process.
These are not intended as a ‘how to’, nor do I wish to offer any advice on
a similar project, (though we may learn something from my experience),
rather it will simply be my story of “The Renovation of a Mog.” I say renovation rather than restoration as many parts will be replaced rather than
restored.
So here then is part 1, the history of the car and our time together so
far.
Chassis
B1120 was created during the
winter of 1965,
to be dispatched
to Sterne Motors
of Vancouver on
April 29, one of
639 Series Vs
Photo 1
“before”
built between
1963 and 1968.
It was then sold to a doctor living in the Okanagan. He must have
been a man of some means as there was a Rolls Royce Owners Club
decal on the windscreen when the car came into my care!
The car then passed to a Mr. McKenzie of White Rock, having covered about 95,000 miles. At this point the Cortina motor was down on
power and Mr. McKenzie, desiring more power, had a Ford Pinto engine
installed. Not what I would have done as a lot can be done with the
Cortina engine. This installation seemed to go in fairly well, and with
2000cc, a single overhead cam and twin Weber carburetors there certainly was more power!
While this was going on I had seen my first Morgan up at Westwood
Raceway and
was immediately
enchanted by
the car. I had to
have one but I
had been laid off
from my job
during the early
80s recession,
and although
being recalled,
was recovering
Photo 2
financially, so a
“before”
purchase was
beyond my means.
In 1989 I took a leave of absence from Canadian Airlines to accept a
contract with Swissair, based in Zurich, Switzerland. This contract proved
lucrative enough that I could now afford a Morgan, albeit it ‘pre-owned’.
Being so far from Canada I thought I would have to find a car in Europe.
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Other Side of the Road | 11 April 2013

In China, a deep bow to Morgan
By Alex Cox
Source: www.bbc.com/autos/story/20130410-china-meets-morgan
Submitted to the Mogazine by Bob Stinson

But Morgan is now looking beyond its biggest markets in the UK
and Germany, toward China. Can this most niche of manufacturers
translate its appeal for a new audience?

Morgan Motor Company’s recipe has worked for a century: lightweight,
hand-built cars with a surfeit of power, rakishly abbreviated bodywork
and charisma by the bucket-load.

by people who want to have fun in a car, who like tradition and for
whom the human content in something hand-made is important,” he
said. “People in China do appreciate 100 years of corporate history.”
Eight cars have already been sold, including Wu’s; the remainders
are waiting in customs at Tianjin, the northern Chinese metropolis.
Jim James, managing director of Morgan’s Beijing dealership, says
the appeal in the People’s Republic is strong.

Driving a Morgan is not quite as molecularly British as piloting a
Spitfire down Bond Street dressed as the Queen while listening to
the cricket scores, but it is not far off. Founded in 1910, the company
made its name with quirky, motorbike-engined three-wheelers, before graduating to four-wheeled sports cars.
Morgan continues to make those two products at its base in Malvern. The prosaically named 3-Wheeler was re-launched in 2011 and
now features a V-twin engine from Wisconsin-based S&S Cycle, a
supplier to Harley-Davidson. Morgans with four wheels reach their
zenith with the Aero Supersports, a striking, V8-powered two-seater.
Crackling down country lanes in rural England, Morgans seem

“The desire for the aesthetic is amazing here,” James explained.
“On one hand, part of the attraction is how the cars look. But we’ve
also found huge respect for the British automotive industry in China.
Sometimes the UK underestimates the strength of its own brand.”
For 2013 there are dealerships in Beijing and Shanghai, with
prices starting at RMB 777,000 (roughly $125,000) for the Morgan
4/4 and rising to RMB 4 million ($645,000) for the Supersports. The
plan, Charles Morgan says, is to sell around 50 cars there this year.
The forecast partly justifies a rise in total vehicle production from
700 cars in 2011 to 1,500 for 2013, and would make China the company’s largest Asian market, supplanting Japan, which has averaged
part of the genetic fabric of the country, but they are making them30 cars a year for some time. However, Morgan says that apselves heard five thousand miles away.
proaches from South Korea to market the cars have also been reWu Du Ming is a successful tailor in central China.
ceived, so he expects the figures to grow.
His new Morgan Plus 8 will soon be rumbling around
Away from public roads, the Anglo-Chinese link is
Sometimes the UK
Henan Province. The very Britishness of the car
growing, too. This year marks the first time that a
underestimates the strength Chinese team, KCMG, has secured entry to the 24
seems to have drawn him to the brand.
of its own brand.
“I had in mind an image of the Morgan man – soHours of Le Mans endurance race, held in France in
Jim James
phisticated, sporty and British,” he said. “I wanted to
June. The car they will be campaigning? A Morgan.
buy the Plus 8 because it is an automatic transmisA win for a British sports car in a French race by a
sion, it is a V8 and it matches my image of the Morgan Man.”
Chinese team – now that would be a cultural exchange worthy of
Charles Morgan, managing director of the company that bears his celebration in Malvern, Beijing and perhaps the United Nations.
family’s name, sees a niche to be filled. “Morgans tend to be bought
NW-Mogazine Volume 33, Number 5
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Cuthbert’s Epistles to the Mognoscenti
Morgan Oasis Garage
Hoodsport, Washington
Cuthbert J. Twillie, Proprietor
Removing a Moss gearbox the easy way
Friends
Recently a Moss-box needed to come out of a
'66 Plus 4 4-seater that was in my shop to go to
a gearbox rebuilder. The wrench at this shop
says he does a few Jaguar boxes a year and a
Morgan about once a year. I think that maybe I
could stumble around and manage to put a Moss
box together. I have the good Jag gearbox manual and the Fred Sisson instructions. BUT, a
Moss box is too precious to practice on. Here is
the perfect time to leave it to the professionals. It
is not the time to let pride goeth ... as the fall will
surely come.
The gearbox had to come out to go to the
shop in Seattle and that could certainly be done
in my shop. I had never removed a gearbox from
a Morgan while leaving the engine in the car. I
believe I'd heard it could be done and it ought to
come out that way. And so it was, and did.
This is the sequence I used, and now that it's
out I can see how the sequence may be altered
for even a smoother extraction.
The emergency brake cable must be removed
from the bell crank on the left rear axle. Remove
the left rear wheel and reach in and remove the
cotter pin from the clevis pin end of the cable,
remove the clevis pin and the cable is off. Now
put the wheel back on and move into the cockpit.
Remove the seats, the rear and front tunnel

covers, the screws that fasten the tunnels to the
floorboards, and then remove the tunnels. I took
off the shift lever which greatly simplifies getting
the front tunnel up and out of the cockpit. A bolt
running athwartships at the base of the lever is
removed and the lever comes off easily. Now is a
good time to drain the gearbox by removing the
plug at the forward end of the bottom of the box.
It may not be absolutely necessary to completely remove the propeller shaft. I did cuz the
gearbox has to move rearward and I wanted the
room. Removing the eight bolts that fasten the
propeller shaft are probably the hardest work in
the whole procedure but worth the effort I say.
Now at the forward lower left side of the gearbox is a hollow bolt that the emergency brake
cable passes through. There are two other bolts
on the left forward side. In order to remove these
bolts the emergency brake lever and the quadrant between the lever and the bell housing must
be removed.
This is the best time to remove the two rear
bolts that pass through the rear mounts. With
these removed the rear of the gearbox may be
jacked up till the gearbox will clear the chassis
cross member, thus allowing the box to move
rearward and out of the muff coupling. When the
box is high enough to clear, wood pieces are laid
across the floorboards (under the bell housing) to
keep the engine and transmission at the correct
height, allowing the gearbox to move rearward
over the cross member. Also these will be
needed to keep the engine and bell housing off
the floor. The rear mounts are on the gearbox

case, and it's outta there.
Now with the removal of the six forward bolts
holding the box to the bell housing the transmission will come out. I used two lengths of nylon
belting under the top cover bolts and these were
hooked to a come-along. I lifted the gearbox a bit
and convinced the box rearward with a soft hammer till it came loose enough to wedge it out with
wood pieces. Actually it came out easily. I
thought it was going to be much harder than it
really was.
The come-along was suspended at a strong
place overhead. The gearbox was cranked up to
clear the car, and the car was rolled out from
under so the box could be lowered to the shop
floor.
The shop manuals always say "to replace the
whatzis, simply reverse the procedure." I won't
drop it on you like that. My next article will be a
blow by blow description of how Cuthbert reinstalled the scrumptious crunchy Moss box.
With the box gone I went into the cockpit and
did a little of this and that. Cleaning and wire
wheeling all the fasteners and then painting the
threads with anti-seize. Reaching in and cleaning
the splines on the first motion shaft and then
painting the splines with anti-seize. Making a
new gasket for the forward end of the gearbox.
Locating the precious pieces the box needs for
the installation, like the special bolt that fastens
the emergency brake handle and the small screw
that holds the quadrant. I believe all the fasteners are British so it's better not to lose them cuz
you ain't gonna find them locally.

AUTOJUMBLE RULES (PLEASE NOTE: SOME ARE NEW)
1) Ads are FREE to MOGNW members and non-member individuals
seeking to sell, buy, or find Morgans and Morgan-related stuff;
2) No commercial advertisers; 3) Ads run for one issue;
4) RENEWALS ARE NOT AUTOMATIC … PLEASE NOTIFY THE EDITOR

MOGNW Autojumble
MORGANS FOR SALE

I replaced the glass windscreen before leaving Maine with proper safety
glass. The tires are bias ply and in need of updating. I will entertain offers
►1950 Morgan Flat Rad 4-Seater. I have had this since living in Maine,
around $29,000 for it as it sits. I have no extra spares to speak of for it that I
USA, and brought it with me to Victoria in 2008. It is virtually as built, comrecall. Please contact Bob Wright at Bob.Wright@viha.ca. Evenings and
plete with the cable brakes but mechanically is running and was taken to the weekends: 250-208-3961.
100th anniversary show in Victoria in 2009. It was inspected and licensed in
BC earlier that year. The history that I know of is that it was a Great Britain
►1960 Morgan Plus 4 4-Seater.
car until restored at the factory in the late 1970s and then it was shipped to
1960 Morgan Plus 4 4-Seater. BRG,
the west coast U.S. Then it moved to the east coast and attended a few
TR3 engine, in good running order.
shows around that time. It was not
Second owner. $34,000 OBO. Conused much for the 1980s and
tact Douglas Seager at 604-2631990s. I picked it up a few years
3716 or seagers@shaw.ca.
prior to moving back to Canada.
It is a light green car with 4
passenger body style and has a
tonneau cover and complete top
and side curtains. It has the Van►1979 Morgan 4/4 2-Seater. Original owner, low miles, turbo package,
guard engine and in as far as I
Nardi wheel, roll bar, wire wheels, new tires, runs great. CA propane converknow it is complete and as it left the
sion by Isis Motors. Beige with nut brown interior, all attachments matching,
factory in 1950 and again in the
1970s. I added subtle turn signals by wiring them up with extra fender lights right hand drive. $24,500.00. Location: Los Angeles, California.
tucked low beside the rad shell and wiring into a set on the rear fenders. I did Contact Mike Jackson, mljacksonmft@gmail.com or 626-585-9146.
not want to drill the original dash so I put a switch in the upper glove box. It is See photos at mognw.com on the Classified/Autojumble page.
easily reached from the driver position.
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2013 MOGNW MEMBERSHIP FORM
Date ________________
Name(s) ________________________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________ City ________________________ State/Province _________
ZIP/Postal Code _______________ Email: _________________________________________________
Phones: Home ______________________ Cell _____________________ Work ____________________
Morgans Currently Owned:
Year _____ Model ___________ Year _____ Model ___________ Year _____ Model ___________
Body Style _________________ Body Style _________________ Body Style _________________
Colour _____________________ Colour _____________________ Colour _____________________
Engine Size ________________ Engine Size ________________ Engine Size ________________
Chassis ____________________ Chassis ____________________ Chassis ____________________
Do any of your Morgans have historical significance, special equipment, or interesting
specifications? ________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
2013 Renewal Dues for 2012 Members (currencies are at par in 2013):
Dues renewal for 2012 members is $24 thru December 31, 2012 or $30 January 1, 2013
or after. Please include your name and any information that has changed
since you last submitted this form. All other fields may be blank.
2013 Dues for New Members (currencies are at par in 2013:
$2 per month for each month remaining in the calendar year including the current
month (examples: $22 in February; $6 in October).
Remittance Enclosed: US$ __________ CDN$ __________
Canadian Members: Please make your cheque payable to MOGNW and mail your check along
with this form to Pat Miles, MOGNW Assistant Treasurer, 15410 Kildare Drive,
Surrey, BC V3S 6B9 | Questions: assistanttreasurer@mognw.com or 604-576-8036.
U.S. Members: Please make your check payable to MOGNW and mail your check along with
this form to Cati Waterman, MOGNW Treasurer, 3810 SW 94th Ave, Portland, OR
97225-2507 | Questions: treasurer@mognw.com or 503-292-5315.
TREASURER’S REPORT AS OF AUGUST 31, 2013
CATI WATERMAN, MOGNW TREASURER
OVER or
BUDGET
(UNDER)
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION ACTUAL
combined bal fwd 12/31/2012
$5,842
INCOME
Advertising 2013 ............................. $425 ............... $350..................$75
Dues, 2013................................... $3,837 ............ $3,600................$237
Dues, 2014...................................... $121 ................... $0................$121
2013 Biennial Meeting ................. $3,596 ............ $2,000.............$1,596
Regalia Sales.................................. $324 ........... $1,000 ............ ($676)
Foreign Exchange Factor ................... $0 .................. $0 ...................$0
TOTAL INCOME......................... $8,303 ............ $6,950 ............$1,353
EXPENSE
Island Pod ....................................... $451
Northern Pod................................... $549
Midlands Pod ...................................... $0
Southern Pod .................................. $150

............$683* ............ ($231)
............$933* ............ ($384)
............$748* ............ ($748)
.............$835*............. ($685)

Awards ............................................ $122 .............. $400 ............ ($278)
2013 Biennial Meeting ................. $5,180 ............ $5,999............. ($819)
Club Insurance................................ $350 ............... $400 .............. ($50)
Island Pod Rep Ferry .......................... $0 .............. $350 ............ ($350)
NWMogazine Newsletter ................ $232 .............. $100 ...............$132
Oregon License................................. $50 ................ $50 ...................$0
President’s Discretionary ................ $240 .............. $500 ............ ($260)
Regalia Purchases.......................... $475 .............. $500 .............. ($25)
Website ............................................... $0 .................. $0 ...................$0
Miscellaneous ..................................... $0 ................... $0....................$0
Foreign Exchange Factor................ $127 .................. $0................$127
TOTAL EXPENSE ..................... $7,927 ......... $11,498 ......... ($3,571)
YEAR-TO-DATE (NET) .................. $376 .........($4,548).............$4,924
BANK BALANCE 8/31/13 ........... $6,218
* Pod budget allocations are based on a formula approved
unanimously by the MOGNW Executive Board:
Part 1: $1,600 is split equally among the Pods [$1600 / 4 = $400]
Part 2: $1,600 is split among the Pods based on their percentage
of the MOGNW membership on 12/31 of the preceding year

